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Inquiry is Naturally Interdisciplinary
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Why now?



What Is the Goal of Public Education?

● Public schools in America were created to cultivate productive, 
knowledgeable, ethical citizens of our democracy

● Basic academic skills in literacy and mathematics are fundamental, 
but only one part of becoming an educated and ethical person

● In a crisis, we are reminded about what matters most in our lives
● We need citizens who are responsible and compassionate; leaders 

who are problem-solvers; scientists and health-care workers who 
are skilled; and frontline workers everywhere with courage and 
commitment 
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What can it 
look like?



For Essential Content and Skills

● Focus on learning and understanding - not completion of work
● Prioritize the most important disciplinary standards that you hope 

students will work toward (e.g., in literacy, mathematics, history, 
science, arts)

● Create brief, clear learning targets in student-friendly language 
based on the standards that students will understand and own

● Give students latitude to work toward those targets through your 
assignments, resources they find, and projects they choose

● Support students to collect evidence of learning, and share their 
evidence and their reflections of learning with others (peers, 
teachers, family), synchronously or asynchronously



To Build Ownership and Craftsmanship

● Communicate to students that completing assignments is not the 
goal: Learning new things and doing things well is the goal

● Support them through ideas and models to choose, adapt, or 
create interdisciplinary projects that build disciplinary learning

● Support students to take time to do things well—create things they 
are proud to share

● Support students to revise their work through drafts or rehearsals, 
get critique from family, friends, teachers, and experts 

● Support students to share their work with audiences beyond their 
family, and to reflect on what they learned















































How do we 
design for this 
moment?



inquirED Distance Learning Design Principles

Interdisciplinary content that...

● Begins with authentic questions, connected to this moment

● Experiences build from day to day and week to week

● Prompts iteration through authentic reflection and feedback 

● Culminates in students sharing their learning

● Requires nothing beyond a paper and pencil but has 

multiple opportunities to go deeper Note: This is the only design principle that 

we’ve made specific to distance learning



How can I capture where I am in time and place?

How can we show gratitude to essential workers 
and helpers in our community?

How can we take positive action to support and 
encourage our community during difficult times?

How do we stay 
together when 

we’re apart?

Starting with Questions



Day 1: LAUNCH THE INQUIRY

Courtesy of Allison Shelley/The Verbatim Agency for American 
Education: Images of Teachers and Students in Action

● Presents students with a 
content-rich source to 
investigate

● Introduces weekly tasks and 
criteria

● Includes practice of a skill or 
brainstorm of ideas for the 
week-long project



Day 2: DEVELOP WORK

Courtesy of Allison Shelley/The Verbatim Agency for American 
Education: Images of Teachers and Students in Action

● Goes deeper with an additional 
source

● Students create a draft for a 
week-long project



Day 3: EVALUATE PROGRESS

Courtesy of Allison Shelley/The Verbatim Agency for American 
Education: Images of Teachers and Students in Action

● Presents sample work for 
students to examine

○ Provides criteria & questions

● Prompts students to create a 
revision plan

● Sets up a structure to give and 
receive feedback 



Day 4: REVISE

● Prompts students to use their 
revision plan to make a final 
draft



Day 5: REFLECT AND SHARE

● Provides prompts for 
reflection/self-assessment

● Option to upload and share 
work

○ Analog option to display work 



Together When Apart: Week-Long Inquiry
Challenge: Students create a “Here and Now Snapshot”



Through the eyes of the student
Day 1: Examining Historical Setting Day 2: Creating My Draft



Through the eyes of the student

Day 3: Improving My Work Day 4: Creating My Final Draft
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